Points of interest: The DuVal Trail System crosses numerous parcels protected by SKLT and RIDEM between 1983 and 2013. These trails feature the hill and kettle topography of a terminal moraine left by the retreating glaciers of the last ice age. Visitors enjoy a sweeping view of the ocean and Block Island to the south from a scenic overlook. Susanna’s Woods is noted for its stands of oak and thick under-story of mountain laurel. Historically, the woods were used as woodlots for the plantation families who farmed the flat land nearer the coast. Though the area was never cleared, it has been continually cut for 300 years.

Directions to Trailhead: From Route 1 southbound take the second exit marked Post Road / Perryville. Bear right onto Post Road and continue for 0.4 mile. Parking area will be on the left at the foot of the Quaker Burial Ground.